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Before you meet Alexa, you need to:
1. Update watch firmware to the latest version.
 • Go to Setting on the watch >> Firmware >> Update to the latest version

2. Have POMO Connect application
 • Download the app from App Store or Google Play Store 
   by searching “POMO Connect” in the searching bar.

• Register and create an account
• Pair the watch to the app

3. Have an account on “Amazon Alexa application”
 • Download the app from App Store or Google Play Store by searching “Amazon 
   Alexa application” in the searching bar.



• Create an account by:
 • Choosing “CREATE A NEW AMAZON ACCOUNT”
 • Filling out your information then choose “CREATE YOUR AMAZON ACCOUNT”
If you already have an account just sign in to Amazon Alexa

• After you signed-in, the app will need to complete your first name 
  and surname. Please select the option you need.
 -The 1st option is the information you have filled when you created account.
 -The 2nd option is to create a new account.

Then press CONTINUE button at the bottom of the screen.



• The app will ask for your permission to upload contacts to Amazon service 
  and send notifications

• Fill out your phone number and verify code. 
  (You can skip this process and do it later)



• After you complete the steps, you will be prompted to the main screen. 
  This means you can start using Alexa.

Register Alexa in POMO Connect application before using Alexa

1. Open POMO Connect application.
2. Choose Alexa Menu in POMO Connect application.



3. To login: tap on the “Login Alexa” 
   red bar at the top of the screen.

4. Sign in your Amazon account 
   that you create on Amazon 
   Alexa application.

5. After completing the login, 
   register device by using 6 
   characters code.

6. Go back to Alexa menu by 
   pressing BACK at the top left 
   corner when success the 
   registration.



7. Choose language speech for Alexa in the watch and press SAVE.
   You need to login Alexa before press SAVE **

8. A successful popup will appear when you complete the login correctly.
   If the login failed, please try to login again until it is successful.

Successful Fail

Please login Alexa before SAVE



Alexa instructions

1. Go to Alexa feature in the watch.

How to learn Alexa skills?

1. Open Amazon Alexa application

2. Press microphone button and hold to talk. 

Alexa is ready to use

User is speaking Alexa is processing Alexa is speaking, user 
can press stop button to

 stop Alexa speech

Alexa is not ready, need 
to login Alexa from POMO

Connect application



2. Go to “Skills & Games” menu by pressing the left top button. 
    The menu list will be showing on the left.

3. There are a lot of Alexa skills that you can choose for your kids to learn.



4.There are 2 ways to enable skills.
 - Alexa skills will be enabled automatically after you start speaking with 
   Alexa in the watch.
 - Enable skills in Amazon Alexa application

5. To disable skills, go to Amazon Alexa application >> Skills & Games>> choose a skill you 
    need to disable and press “DISABLE SKILL” button.

Please note that after you disable skill, it will not be able to use in Alexa on the watch until you 

enable it again from Amazon Alexa application
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